Abstract. We study the transformation of torsion-free coherent analytic sheaves under proper modifications. More precisely, we study direct images of inverse image sheaves, and torsion-free preimages of direct image sheaves.
Introduction
In bimeromorphic geometry, the use of locally free coherent analytic sheaves is limited: the direct image of a locally free sheaf under a proper modification is not locally free any more. Instead, it is reasonable to consider the wider category of torsion-free coherent analytic sheaves. The restriction to torsion-free sheaves makes sense for bimeromorphic considerations as the torsion of a coherent analytic sheaf is supported on analytically thin subsets. To exemplify the use of torsion-free sheaves, just recall that an irreducible reduced compact space X is a Moishezon space if and only if it carries a positive torsion-free coherent analytic sheaf S with supp(S ) = X (see e.g. [Pet94] , Thm. 6.14).
Let π : Y → X be a proper modification of a complex space X (cf. Section 2 for notations). Then the direct image π * F of a torsion-free coherent analytic sheaf F remains torsion-free. The problem is here that the analytic inverse image sheaf π * S of a torsion-free coherent analytic sheaf S is not torsion-free in general. For a counter-example, see e. g. the example in [GR70, Sect. 1], i. e., the pullback of the maximal ideal sheaf of the origin in C 2 under blow-up of the origin is not torsion-free. One can say more or less that π * S is torsion-free in a point y ∈ Y if and only if S is locally free in π(y) (see [Rab79] or Remark 3.8 below).
To take care of the torsion which arises when taking analytic inverse images, it is useful to consider the torsion-free preimage sheaf: Definition 1.1. Let π : Y → X be a holomorphic map between complex spaces such that Y is locally irreducible. Let S be a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then π T S := π * S /T (π * S ),
where T (π * S ) is the torsion sheaf of π * S , is called the torsion-free preimage sheaf of S under π.
Torsion-free preimages under proper modifications have been first studied by H. Rossi [Ros68] , H. Grauert and O. Riemenschneider [GR70] , [Rie71] . The main motivation is as follows: Let S be a torsion-free coherent analytic sheaf on an irreducible complex space X. Then Rossi showed that there exists a proper modification ρ : Y → X such that ρ T S is locally free (see Section 2 for the details). Combining this with a resolution of singularities σ : M → Y which exists due to Hironaka, we obtain a resolution of singularities π = ρ • σ : M → X such that π T S is locally free. Thus, it is possible to study coherent sheaves modulo torsion by reducing the problem to study vector bundles on manifolds.
In view of this idea, it seems very interesting to study the connection between S and its torsion-free preimage π T S closer, and we have found the following theorem which to our knowledge has not been observed in the literature: Theorem 1.2. Let π : Y → X be a proper modification of a complex space X, and let F and G be torsion-free coherent analytic sheaves on X and Y , respectively.
To prove this, we will show that the natural maps
all are injective (Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 5.1; the short proof of Lemma 5.1 presented here is due to Matei Toma). We give also counter-examples to show that these injections are not bijective in general (Remark 4.3 and Remark 5.2).
A key ingredient for the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the following characterization of torsion-free coherent analytic sheaves which seems interesting to us (and which we also do not know from the literature):
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a connected locally irreducible complex space and S a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) S is torsion-free.
(2) The linear (fiber) space L(S ) associated to S is globally irreducible (i. e., it consists only of its primary component). Let us mention two applications of Theorem 1.2. First, we will study reduced ideal sheaves. Let π : Y → X be a proper modification of a locally irreducible complex space X, A ⊂ X an analytic subset with (reduced) ideal sheaf J A , and B := π −1 (A) the reduced analytic preimage with (reduced) ideal sheaf J B . Then π T J A = J B (cf. Lemma 7.2), and Theorem 1.2 yields that
If we assume moreover that X is normal and that A is either a locally complete intersection or a normal analytic set and that π : Y → X is the monoidal transformation with respect to J A , then J B = π T J A (is locally free) and we have (see Lemma 7.5):
Second, let X be a locally irreducible complex space of pure dimension n, and K X the Grauert-Riemenschneider canonical sheaf on X. Then there exists a resolution of singularities π : M → X (with only normal crossings) such that π T K X is locally free, and so there is an effective divisor D with support on the exceptional set of the modification such that
(see Theorem 8.1). Let us explain briefly the meaning of (1.4). By definition of the Grauert-Riemenschneider canonical sheaf, we know already that
(1.4) tells us that we can as well consider the push-forward of holomorphic n-forms which vanish to the order of D on the exceptional set. This is a useful information, particularly if π is explicitly given so that D can be calculated explicitly. An example: If X is already a manifold (i. e., K X = Ω n X ) and π : M → X is the blow-up along a submanifold of codimension s in X with exceptional set E, then (see [Dem12] , Prop. VII.12.7):
Considerations of this kind are particularly important in the study of canonical sheaves on singular complex spaces (see [Rup10] ). We will set up the relation (1.4) also for holomorphic n-forms with values in locally free coherent analytic sheaves (see Theorem 8.5).
The content of the present paper is organized as follows. After a brief review of monoidal transformations with respect to coherent analytic sheaves in Section 2, we prove Theorem 1.3 in Section 3. Then, we study direct images of (torsionfree) analytic preimage sheaves in Section 4, and torsion-free analytic preimages of direct image sheaves in Section 5. In Section 6, we show that the analytic inverse image functor preserves monomorphisms and epimorphisms and use this fact in combination with the previous considerations to prove the main result, Theorem 1.2. Section 7 and Section 8 contain the applications described above. We complement the paper by analogous considerations on the non-analytic inverse image functor in Section 9.
Monoidal transformations
Let us recall some preliminaries on monoidal transformations of complex spaces with respect to coherent analytic sheaves. A is called the exceptional set of Φ.
Rossi showed in [Ros68] that coherent analytic sheaves can be made locally free by use of modifications. This process has been treated more systematically by Riemenschneider [Rie71] . Following [Rie71] , §2, we define: Definition 2.2. Let X be a complex space and S a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then a pair (X S , ϕ S ) of a complex space X S and a proper modification ϕ S : X S → X is called the monoidal transformation of X with respect to S if the following two conditions are fulfilled:
(1) the torsion-free preimage ϕ T S S = ϕ * S S /T (ϕ * S S ) is locally free on X S , (2) if π : Y → X is any proper modification such that (1) holds then there is a unique holomorphic mapping ψ :
So, if X S exists, it is uniquely determined up to biholomorphism by (2). But existence was first proved by Rossi (see [Ros68] , Thm. 3.5) and then studied further by Riemenschneider (see [Rie71] , Thm. 2):
Theorem 2.3. Let X be an (irreducible) complex space, S a coherent analytic sheaf on X and D = {x ∈ X : S is not locally free at x}. Then there exists the monoidal transformation (X S , ϕ S ) of X with respect to S . X S is a reduced (irreducible) complex space and ϕ S is a projective proper modification such that
is the monoidal transformation of U with respect to S | U .
We also need the following simple observation (see Korollar in § 1.3 of [GR70] ).
Lemma 2.4. Let ρ : Z → Y and π : Y → X be two holomorphic mappings where Z and Y have the same dimension n and such that the preimage of analytic sets of
T F for any coherent analytic sheaf F on X.
Characterization of torsion-free coherent analytic sheaves
For a coherent analytic sheaf S on a complex space X, we work with the linear (fiber) space S := L(S ) associated to S (in the sense of Grauert [Gra62] , see [Fi67] for some crucial properties). Note that if E is a locally free sheaf, then the linear space L(E ) is the dual of the vector bundle which has E as sheaf of sections. The following lemmata will clarify some connections between S = L(S ) and S .
In the following, we will always assume that X is a locally irreducible complex space. Thus, X decomposes into disjoint connected components which can be considered separately (see e.g. [GR84] , Chap. 9, §2). So, we can assume that X is connected, thus also globally irreducible. Let A be the thin analytic set in X where S is not locally free (see [Gra62] ). As X is irreducible, X \ (A ∪ X sing ) and
implies that S A c is also connected. The set S A is an analytic subset of S. Let E be the irreducible component of S which contains S A c . E is called the primary component of S. We have the decomposition S = E ∪ S A .
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a locally irreducible complex space and S a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let S = L(S ) be the linear space associated to S and E its primary component. If S has a torsion element, then E = S.
Proof: Let us assume that S has a torsion element, i. e., there is an open set [Fi67] ) and an r ∈ O X (U) such that f, r = 0 but r · f = 0 on S U . As X is locally irreducible, we can assume that U is irreducible. So, there is a dense open set
c is also open and dense in U. So, f | E = 0 by the identity theorem as E is irreducible. Since f = 0, S U has to contain (parts of) other irreducible components than E. Using Rossi's monoidal transformation, we can understand the primary component better:
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a locally irreducible complex space and S a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then the primary component E of the linear space S associated to S is locally irreducible.
Proof: As above, we can assume that X is connected, i. e., irreducible.
Let π : X S → X be the monoidal transformation of X with respect to S . This implies that π is biholomorphic on X S \ π −1 (A), where A ⊂ X is the thin analytic subset where S is not locally free. Then
is the linear space associated to π * S , and there is a proper holomorphic projection pr : π * S → S.
Now consider the natural surjective homomorphism
which induces a closed embedding of the linear space V := L(π T S ) into π * S. Note that V coincides with π * S on X S \π −1 (A). Thus, the vector bundle V is just the primary component of π * S, and V is clearly locally and globally irreducible (as the base space X S is connected and locally irreducible).
As pr is a proper holomorphic mapping, we have that pr(V ) is an irreducible analytic subset of S by Remmert's proper mapping theorem and the fact that holomorphic images of irreducible sets are again irreducible (see [GR84] , Chap. 9. §1.3). But pr(V ) coincides with E, the primary component of S, over X \ A. Thus:
and so pr| V : V → E is a proper modification. Using this and the fact that V is clearly locally irreducible, it is easy to see that E is also locally irreducible: For an open connected set W ⊂ E, pr| Before we can complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, we need also the following observation on linear fiber spaces:
Lemma 3.4. Let X be a (locally irreducible) complex space and S a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then the primary component E of the linear fiber space S = L(S ) associated to S is itself a linear fiber space. Proof: As above, let A ⊂ X be the thin analytic set where S is not locally free. So, E and S coincide over X \ A, and we only have to show that the fibers of E are linear over points of A. It is easy to see that the fibers are homogeneous, so we will just show that the fibers are additive.
The question is local, so consider a point p ∈ A and a Stein neighborhood U of p in X such that S U can be realized as a closed linear (in the second component)
To show that S U is additive also over A ∩ U, let f 1 , ..., f k be a set of defining functions for E U in U × C N (U is chosen to be Stein). For f j , j = 1, ..., k, we define f
Then (x 0 , z 0 ) ∈ E and (x 0 , w 0 ) ∈ E with x 0 ∈ U \ A. But E is linear over x 0 , i. e., (x 0 , z 0 + w 0 ) ∈ E. This means:
showing that the fibers of E are actually additive.
Using Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4, we can now show:
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a locally irreducible complex space and S a coherent analytic sheaf on X. If S is torsion-free, then S = L(S ) is locally irreducible.
Proof: Assume that S = L(S ) is not locally irreducible. We will show that this implies the existence of torsion in S . S must contain other irreducible components but its primary component E (because the primary component is locally irreducible by Lemma 3.2). Let T be the union of all other irreducible components (so that we have the proper decomposition S = E ∪ T ).
We can assume that the fiber-dimension of the primary component E is strictly positive (otherwise it is clear that S is either the zero sheaf or has torsion).
Let A ⊂ X be the proper analytic set where T is supported. Let x 0 ∈ A and U an open neighborhood of x 0 where S U is realized as linear fiber space in U × C N = {(x, z) : x ∈ U, z ∈ C N }, i. e., S U is given in U × C N as the common zero set of holomorphic functions which are linear in z. S U has the proper decomposition
But, as E U is a linear fiber space in U × C N by Lemma 3.4, it is defined by holomorphic functions that are linear in z (by [Fi67] , Lem. 1). So, there is (at least) one such function, say h, vanishing on E U but not on T U . As h is linear in z, it defines a section
which is not the zero section and has support in the proper analytic set A. So, this is a torsion element.
Putting together the three lemmata, we get the desired:
Proof of Theorem 1.3: Lemma 3.1 gives the implication (2) ⇒ (1), and Lemma 3.5 shows that (1) ⇒ (3). Assume that (3) is satisfied, i. e., that L(S ) is locally irreducible. But L(S ) is connected. So, there can be just one irreducible component, i. e., (2) holds also.
Throughout the paper, we will use the following observation without mentioning explicitly. Let ψ : F → G be a morphism of analytic sheaves on a (locally irreducible) complex space (X, O X ). Then ψ induces a canonical map
because the torsion sheaf T (F ) of F is mapped by ψ into the torsion sheaf T (G ) of G : f x ψ(s x ) = ψ(f x s x ) = 0 for germs f x ∈ O X,x , s x ∈ T (F ) x with f x s x = 0. Note that particularly T (F ) ⊂ ker ψ if G is torsion-free.
As an interesting, very useful direct application of Theorem 1.3, we note: Lemma 3.6. Let X be a locally irreducible complex space, S a coherent analytic sheaf on X, and E a torsion-free coherent analytic sheaf on X, such that there exists a surjective morphism ψ : S → E which is an isomorphism on an open dense subset of X. Then ψ induces a canonical isomorphism S /T (S )
Proof: By the considerations above, ψ induces a surjective morphism
which is an isomorphism on an open dense subset of X. Let S, E and F denote the linear spaces associated to S , E and F , respectively. Theorem 1.3 implies that E and F are locally irreducible. The surjections S → E and S → F induce closed embeddings of E and F in S. We obtain E W = S W = F W on an open dense subset W ⊂ X, i. e., E = F (because E and F are locally irreducible). Thus, ψ is an isomorphism.
Note the following trivial consequence of the definition of the pullback:
Lemma 3.7. Let S ⊂ U × C N be a linear space over a complex space U, and let ψ : V → U be a holomorphic map. Then the pullback ψ
Remark 3.8. Let S be a coherent analytic sheaf on a locally irreducible complex space X. Let π : X S → X be the monoidal transformation of X with respect to S , i. e., E := π T S is locally free. Note that X S is again locally irreducible. Then, π * S has torsion in a point q iff S is not locally free in π(q) (see [Rab79] ). We will give an alternative proof with the statements from above. Let S, S * and E denote the linear complex spaces associated to S , π * S and E , respectively. If S is not locally free in π(q), then dim E q < dim S π(q) (as dim E q = rk E = dim S z in all points z where S is locally free, see [GR70] , §1.1). Lemma 3.7 implies dim S * q = dim S π(q) > dim E q . We obtain that S * is reducible in (q, 0), i. e., π * S has torsion in q by Theorem 1.3. The other implication of the claim is trivial.
Direct images of torsion-free preimage sheaves
We can now prove the crucial ingredient for our main result: Theorem 4.1. Let X be a locally irreducible complex space, S a torsion-free coherent analytic sheaf on X and π : Y → X a proper modification of X. Then the canonical homomorphisms S → π * (π * S ) and π * (π * S ) → π * (π T S ) both are injective, where π T S is the torsion-free preimage sheaf of S under π. If the linear space L(S ) associated to S is normal, then both mappings are bijective, i. e.,
Proof: We can assume that X is connected. Let S denote the locally irreducible linear space associated to S (see Theorem 1.3). Let A ⊂ Y denote the set where π is not biholomorphic and A c the complement. S * = Y × X S is the linear space associated to S * := π * S ; let pr : S * → S denote the projection. The irreducible component E (primary comp.) of S * which contains the connected set S * A c is the linear space associated to E := π T S (see Lemma 3.6). Let U be an open Stein set in X, and let V := π −1 (U). The construction of the linear spaces implies
Let N be an integer big enough, so that S U can be realized as a subset of U × C N . We obtain closed embeddings E V ⊂ S * V ⊂ V × C N , and (q, z) is in S * V if and only if (π(q), z) ∈ S. Since obviously pr(E π −1 (A c ) ) = S A c and holomorphic images of irreducible sets are irreducible we obtain (cf. (3.3)) pr(E V ) = S U .
(4.2) i) We prove that the natural map Hom(S U , U ×C) → Hom(S * V , V ×C) is injective: For a section s ∈ Hom(S U , U × C) given by s(p, z) = (p, f (p, z)), the natural map is given by [pr
Since π is surjective, we obtain f (p, z) ≡ 0 on S U , i. e., s = 0. ii) To prove that the natural map given by the restriction Hom(S *
iii) Assume that S is normal. We prove Hom(E V , V × C) ֒→ Hom(S U , U × C). Fix a section s(q, z) = (q, f (q, z)) ∈ Hom(E V , V × C). Since pr : E V → S U is a proper modification (surjectivity is (4.2)), the map f := f • pr −1 : S U → C is a bounded meromorphic function, i. e., it is weakly holomorphic. Since S U is normal, f is holomorphic. Obviously, it is linear in the second argument. Hence, f (p, z) ). Since f • pr −1 = f = 0 implies f = 0, this map is injective. It is now easy to see that (pr −1 ) * : π * π T S ֒→ S is the inverse to the natural mapping S ֒→ π * π T S .
Remark 4.3. Without the additional assumption about normality, the natural maps S ֒→ π * π * S and π * π * S ֒→ π * π T S are not necessarily bijective. The following counter-example is derived from one due to Mircea Mustaţȃ. Let S = (x 3 , y 3 ) be the ideal sheaf on C 2 x,y generated by the functions x 3 and y 3 , and let π : M → C 2 be the blow up of the origin, i. e.,
and sections in S correspond to sections in Hom(S, C 2 × C) via the assignment
In Hom(E, M × C), we have now also the section ( t 2 t 1 z 1 : t 1 = 0); ( t z 1 : t 1 = 0); ( t 1 t 2 z 2 : t 2 = 0) , corresponding to xy 2 , but these two do not extend to S * = E ∪ T because there is no relation between z 1 and z 2 on T . In Hom(S * , M × C), however, we have the section
corresponding to x 2 y 2 in π * S . Moreover, it is easy to check that x, x 2 , y, y 2 , xy are neither contained in π * π * S nor in π * π T S . Hence, we have:
Remark 4.4. In order to get isomorphisms S = π * π T S , normality is a natural assumption. For example, if E is locally free, we obtain π * π * E ∼ = E if and only
5. Torsion-free preimages of direct image sheaves Lemma 5.1. Let π : Y → X be a proper modification between complex spaces Y , X, and E a torsion-free coherent analytic sheaf on Y . Then the canonical homomorphism π * π * E → E induces a canonical injection
is the torsion-free preimage of π * E .
The following proof was communicated to us by Matei Toma.
Proof: Let T denote the torsion sheaf of π * π * E , and let ψ : π * π * E → E denote the natural map. Since E is torsion-free, ψ(T ) = 0 and, hence, ψ factors through ψ : π T π * E → E . Since ψ is an isomorphism outside a thin analytic set A ⊂ X, an element in the kernel of ψ has support in A. Therefore, the kernel is a subset of T , i. e., ψ is injective.
Remark 5.2. Let us give a counter-example where π T • π * is not the identity on a torsion-free sheaf. Consider a modification π : M → C n where M is a complex manifold with canonical sheaves Ω n M and Ω
However, we can be a bit more precise in Lemma 5.1 by use of the following observation if E is locally free of rank 1:
Lemma 5.3. Let X be a complex space and i : F ֒→ G an injective morphism between two coherent locally free sheaves of rank 1 over X. Then there exists an effective Cartier divisor, D ≥ 0, such that
In particular, i is an isomorphism precisely on X − |D|.
Proof: Let {X α } α be a locally finite open cover of X such that both, F and G , are free over each X α . So, there are trivializations
and for X αβ := X α ∩ X β = ∅, we have transition functions
α ∈ O * (X αβ ) satisfying the cocycle conditions. In trivializations
is given by a holomorphic function i α ∈ O(X α ), vanishing nowhere identically, with (unreduced) divisor (i α ). It is easy to see that
is a sheaf of ideals in O X , and that
So, we can deduce the following direct consequence of Lemma 5.1:
In particular, i is an isomorphism precisely on Y − |D|, and |D| belongs to the exceptional set of π.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.2
As a preparation, we need the following observation:
Lemma 6.1. Let π : Y → X be a proper modification of a complex space X such that Y is locally irreducible. Let ψ : F → G be a morphism of coherent analytic sheaves. If ψ is an epimorphism, then the induced mapping
is also an epimorphism. If ψ is a monomorphism, then π T is also a monomorphism.
Proof: Let ψ be an epimorphism, i. e., surjective. Recall that π * is right-exact. So, π * ψ : π * F → π * G is still surjective. But then it is easy to see that the induced mapping π
For the second statement, let ψ be injective. Let f x ∈ (π T F ) x such that π T ψ(f x ) = 0. This means that there is an open set U ⊂ Y and a representative f ∈ π T F (U) such that π T ψ(f ) = 0. But π T ψ is injective on a dense open subset W ⊂ X. Thus, f = 0 on U ∩ W , i. e., f has support on a thin set. But π T F is torsion-free. So, f x = f = 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.2: Let π : Y → X be a proper modification between locally irreducible complex spaces. Let F and G be coherent analytic sheaf on X and Y , respectively.
i) The case F = π * G : by Theorem 4.1, the natural map F → π * π T F is injective. Moreover, Lemma 5.1 yields injectivity of the natural map
Since π * is left-exact, we obtain the second natural injection
ii) The case G = π T F : as above, Lemma 5.1 gives π T π * G ֒→ G . By Theorem 4.1 we have also the natural injection
But π T preserves injectivity (Lemma 6.1) so that we obtain the injection
Application to reduced ideal sheaves
In this section, we discuss the application of Theorem 1.2 to reduced ideal sheaves. As a preparation, note the following:
Lemma 7.1. Let π : Y → X be a surjective holomorphic mapping between complex spaces Y , X. Then: Coming to reduced ideal sheaves, let us start with the following observation:
Lemma 7.2. Let X be a locally irreducible complex space and A ⊂ X an analytic subset with (reduced) ideal sheaf J A . Let π : Y → X be a proper modification and B := π −1 (A) the reduced analytic preimage with (reduced) ideal sheaf J B . Then:
Proof: Consider the short exact sequence of sheaves over X:
By right-exactness of π * , we deduce the exact sequence 
In the situation of Lemma 7.5, we can now either apply Theorem 1.2 to J A ∼ = σ * J B or use Lemma 7.2 and obtain:
8. Holomorphic n-forms on singular spaces
As a consequence of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 5.4, we get also the following application to holomorphic n-forms:
Theorem 8.5. Let X be a complex space of pure dimension n, K X the GrauertRiemenschneider canonical sheaf on X and F a torsion-free coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then there exists a resolution of singularities π : M → X and an effective divisor, D ≥ 0, with support on the exceptional set of the resolution such that
Non-analytic preimages and direct images
In this section, we will finally study non-analytic preimages of direct image sheaves and vice versa. For our purpose, the following definition is useful:
Definition 9.1. Let F be a sheaf on a complex space X. We say that F satisfies the property (id) if the following holds: for any irreducible open set W ⊂ X and sections s, t ∈ F (W ), the equality s = t on a non-empty open subset of W implies that s = t on W .
Property (id) means that the identity theorem generalizes to sections of F . Actually, the identity theorem for irreducible complex spaces (cf. e. g. § 1.3 in [GR84, Chap. IX]) implies that the structure sheaf O X of a complex space satisfies (id). Moreover, we get:
Lemma 9.2. Let X be a locally irreducible complex space. Then a coherent analytic sheaf F on X satisfies the property (id) exactly if it is torsion-free.
Proof: Let F be a torsion-free coherent sheaf on X. Then the linear space L(F ) associated to F is locally irreducible according to Theorem 1.3. So, for W ⊂ X connected, we see that L(F )| W is locally irreducible and connected, thus irreducible. So, the desired property follows by the identity theorem applied to L(F ). Conversely, it is clear that sheaves with torsion do not satisfy (id).
For non-coherent sheaves, the equivalence does not hold in general: The sheaf C of continuous function on an irreducible complex space X is torsion-free as O X -module sheaf, but it does not satisfy (id).
The property (id) is useful in the context of non-analytic preimages:
Lemma 9.3. Let π : Y → X be a proper modification of a locally irreducible complex space X, and F a sheaf on X satisfying (id). Then for U ⊂ Y open: Proof: As X is locally irreducible, we can assume that X and Y are connected.
Recall that π −1 F is the sheaf associated to the presheaf
where U ⊂ Y is open and the limit runs over the open neighborhoods of π(U).
We have to show that the presheaf F is canonical.
i) Existence/Gluing-axiom: Let U ⊂ Y be covered by open sets U i , i ∈ I, and let (We have not directly used the uniqueness-axiom for F because it is contained in (id)).
As a special case, we have: G (π −1 (V )), (9.6) where the limit runs over the open neighborhoods of π(U), and the canonical homomorphism π −1 π * G → G is injective, so that π −1 π * G is a subsheaf of G .
Proof: As X is locally irreducible, we can assume that X and Y are connected.
Here, π −1 π * G is the sheaf associated to the presheaf
The canonical homomorphism π −1 π * G → G is then induced by the restrictions G (π −1 (V )) → G (U).
By Lemma 9.3, F is canonical, i. e., (9.6) holds. It is now easy to see that the canonical homomorphism ψ : π −1 π * G → G is injective. Let s x ∈ π −1 π * G x . Then (9.6) implies that s x is represented by a section s ∈ G (U), where U is an open neighborhood of K x := π −1 (π(x)). But our assumptions yield that K x is connected, and so we can assume that U is a connected neighborhood of K x . Assume that ψ(s x ) = 0. This means that s is vanishing on a neighborhood of the point x. But then s = 0 as U is connected (and G satisfies (id)). i. e., we obtain:
Corollary 9.7. Let π : Y → X be a proper modification of a locally irreducible complex space X, and F a sheaf on X satisfying (id). Then,
